Subject: SOURCE Meeting Minutes
Date: March 6, 2001

Attendees: Alex Bernet, Loisann Griglac, April Kane, David Kuzma, Monica Malinowski, John Medallis.

Colloquium Update

Monica reported that the Colloquium is scheduled to be held on Thursday, April 5 at 8 p.m. Marija Dalbello has volunteered to moderate, and Dan Noonan, Fernando Pena and Matt Lyons have confirmed that they will speak. Brief biographies are needed for each of the speakers. There was some discussion regarding the fact that the Bindery Trip is the next day, but it was decided that the April 5 date will have to do as it was the only day available.

Possible topics of discussion for the speakers:
• What do you do in your job?
• What did you expect? What was a surprise?
• How did you go about the job search? What was the hiring process like?
• How did your SCILS education prepare you (or not) for your job?
• Is there room for advancement? “Where do you see yourself in ___ years?”
• General advice from the “real world.”

Laura volunteered to make flyers to promote the Colloquium.

Bindery Trip

Anne was not in attendance but Laura informed the group that Anne will send out messages to the appropriate listservs to announce the trip, scheduled for April 6. There is a limit of 10 people who can attend; a carpool will be arranged for transportation.

Metropolitan Museum Trip

Laura has received no response from the Met regarding the trip, but will keep trying.

New SOURCE Display Case!

Laura and Cindy Lu have created the first display in the newly acquired SOURCE display case in the SCILS lounge. The current theme is what not to do to your book, photos, etc. Laura asked for other ideas for the display case and also for any donations of damaged materials to display.

Web Site

Dave has acquired links from Althea Miller and Laura Poll. The website is “in process” and will probably be completed sometime after Dave’s Preservation paper and presentation are out of the way.

Constitution

Alex will retype the draft of the new SOURCE constitution, and forward it to Dave for revisions, opinions, etc.